Mix, blend
and move

YOU NEED:
Consistent E throughout a run.
Graymills offers mixers and pumps
OUR SOLUTION:
engineered for varied needs:
air consumption and steady wide speed
Tools to keep your ink A Low
range makes this a dependable cost-saving
in the pressroom. The Lid Mount Mixer
flowing — consistently tool
(MX55LH-GAMP) fits a standard 55 gallon drum.
Precision-built with handles for easy changeovers,
the lid holds a high torque, piston powered air
and repeatably.
motor mixer with two large 6” mixer blades
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on a stainless steel shaft. Also available with a
standard vane air motor (MX55LH-GAM2).
B Side Mounted Mixers (MX55-GAMP and MX55GAM2) are similar to the lid mount models, but
mount to the side of a drum, rather than a lid.
C Ink Replenishment System (DDPMX55L-GAMP) is
used to maintain ink throughout a long press run.
This model includes a drum transfer pump with a
discharge hose and nozzle to fit a standard 55
gallon container. The lid has brackets to facilitate
lifting with a fork lift or hoist. This unit is also
available with hinged lid (DDPMX55LH-GAM2)
without lifting brackets, for easier access to the
ink drum during operation.
D The Air Operated Double Diaphragm Transfer
Drum Pump (DDPLTG-50-DRUM) offers quick
priming and immediate flow at viscosities up to
5,000 cps and solids up to 0.09 inches diameter.
For quick cleanup, only the polyethylene tube
is immersed. The pump slides in and out of
drums through bung adapter without the need
to disconnect hoses. Unit can run dry without
damage. This model features a 1-in/1-out pump
with Teflon® diaphragms and bottom suction
manifold.

Mixers for smaller tanks
Graymills has a full line of mixers for use with peristaltic
and diaphragm pumps to provide intank mixing, keeping
pigments, solvents and additives blended and your
viscosity more even. Mixer depth is the distance from
the mounting surface of the mixer to the bottom of the
propeller.
MX2-GAM

AIR MIXERS
FOR 2 GALLON PAILS
Mixer depth* of 7.75” (197mm)
MX1-GAM-2G Without lid. 0.45 hp (0.33 kW) rotary vane
variable speed air motor.
MX12-GAM Includes nickel plated mild steel lid. 0.45 hp
(0.33 kW) rotary vane variable speed air motor.
FOR 5 GALLON PAILS
Mixer depth* of 12” (305mm)
MX1-GAM-5G Without lid. 0.45 hp (0.33 kW) rotary vane
variable speed air motor.
MX15-GAM
Mounted on flanged lid for general use with
0.45 hp (0.33 kW) rotary vane variable speed 	 air motor
FOR 10, 20, 30 GALLON TANKS
MX2-GAM Without lid. More powerful 0.93 hp (0.68 kW)
rotary vane variable speed air motor. Mixer depth* 9.5”
(241mm).

MX2-GAM

* Mixer depth is the distance from the mounting surface of the
mixer to the bottom of the propellor.

on 10 gallon
stainless steel
tank with liner.

NEW is the MX1-A series
of electric mixers which
eliminate the need for air
lines and reduce operating
costs.

MX1-A-5G

ELECTRIC MOTORS
15V AC electric motor
MX1-A-3G Without lid. Mixer depth* 8.375” (213mm).
MX13-A For 3 gallon tanks. Includes stainless steel lid. Mixer
depth 8.375” (213mm).
MX1-A-5G For 5 gallon tanks, without lid. Mixer depth
11.375” (289mm).
MX15-A For 5 gallon tanks, includes stainless steel lid. Mixer
depth* 11.375” (289mm).

No Confusion. No Risk. No Worries.
Graymills is dedicated to giving you repeatable results with your ink.
Our focus on ink includes control, circulation, conditioning, cleaning.
We also have pressroom cleaning equipment and
offer complimentary lab tests using your parts
and your contaminant.
See our website and catalog for more information.
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